
CLIC main activities and goals for 2018  

Design and Implementation studies: 

• CDR status: not optimized except at 3 TeV and not adjusted 
for Higgs discovery,  not optimized cost, first power/energy 
estimates without time for reductions,  limited industrial 
costing, very limited reliability studies 

• Baseline design and staging strategy 

• Solid cost basis and more optimized power/energy (aim for 
20% energy reduction) 

• Proof of industry basis for key components/units, in particular 
those specific for CLIC 

• Comprehensive reliability/robustness/uptime analysis  

• Pursue increased use of X-band for other 
machines/applications  

 

System-tests:  

• CDR status: CTF3 results initial phase (as of early 2012), ATF and 
FACET very little, no convincing strategy for further system 
verification 

• Complete system-tests foreseen for next phase, and 
comprehensive documentation of the results at CERN (CTF3) and 
elsewhere   

• Strategy for further system verification before construction (XFEL, 
connected to light-sources, further drive-beam verifications) or as 
part of initial machine strategy.  

• CDR status concerning drive-beam FE: Nothing done beyond CTF3  

• Demonstrator of drive beam FE and RF power unit based on 
industrial capacity – will open for larger facilities beyond 2018 if 
necessary 

  

X-band developments:  

• CDR status: Single elements demonstrated – limited by test-
capacity 

• Statistics for gradient and structure choice (energy reach) and 
other X-band elements  

  

Technology developments:  

• CDR status: alignment/stability partly covered, BBA assumed, 
wakefield mon. perf.  assumed, no complete module  

• Demonstration of critical elements and methods for the machine 
performance: 

 DR, main linac, BDS with associated instrumentation and 
correction methods (combination of design, simulation, 
system-tests and technologies) 

 Stability/alignment (locally and over distances) 

 Module including all parts   

For CLIC four main priorities have been identified for 2018: 
• A re-baselined project implementation with new parameters sets 

for a staged implementation, cost and power optimised also for 
the initial stages 

• The systemtest programmes in CTF3, related to the drivebeam FE, 
at ATF and in FACET, as well as exploring systemtests beyond these 
facilities for example in collaborative programmes with light-source 
laboratories  

• Xband development and significantly increased test-capacity for 
structures  

• Technical systems developments, related among others to 
modules, alignment/stability, instrumentation and power sources. 
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Even though the basic acceleration technologies are different for CLIC and 
ILC, many areas have common challenges and potentially common solutions 
whenever the requirements are similar. 
Among the most pronounced common activities:  

For CLIC the on-going and planned activities 
related to sources should be reviewed with a 
five year perspective, in particular identifying 
parameters and issues particular to the CLIC 
design that are already or need to be 
addressed by the collaboration. In general 
common development work for ILC and CLIC 
should be  encouraged and arranged 
wherever possible. 

For CLIC DR activities, also in this case in 
addition to reviewing the status, the work to 
establish new baseline parameters – and 
consequently performance, costs and power 
consumptions - and experimental programme, 
including collaborative projects with light-
sources, in the forthcoming five year period 
should be reviewed, linking to the ILC 
programme wherever possible.  



BDI and MDI 
There are many communalities between the ILC and CLIC BDS systems, and on-going efforts to identify and 
pursue common paths. The primary R&D programme for the BDS is the ATF2 programme and it is expected 
this programme (and possible extensions of it) to be a focus of R&D discussions in this working group – partly 
also in WG6. Furthermore, in conjunction with the detector MDI sessions, it is expected that plans for a re-
evaluation of the experimental hall and support infrastructure in light of the recent ILC site decision in Japan 
to begin. These three important aspects should be addressed in the workshop. However, there are several key 
aspects of the overall BDS designs which need to be considered, and the WG should make an initial 
assessment and produce plans to address them: 
• The status the current BDS lattices (including the extraction lines) should be reviewed, with a view to 

producing configurations for all centre-of-mass energies under consideration. 
• As part of the above, the collimation system requirements should be reviewed and updated as necessary.  
• Furthermore, a complete review of the extraction line to main dump should be made, again with a view to 

bringing the existing lattice designs up-to-date with the operation modes under discussion. 
• Beyond the ILC TDR, possible scenarios for a first-stage construction for the BDS at a beam energy of 125 

GeV should be considered. The goal, for both ILC and CLIC, is to develop lattices that could be 
implemented for the lower-energy operation and later upgrade for higher energy.  

• Current R&D status for final doublet solutions, including consideration of low energy operation should be 
reviewed and reported on. Recommendations for next phase R&D programmes should be made. 

• Impedance issues for the BDS should be carefully reviewed, and tolerances on vacuum system 
components updated. 

• Develop further the definition of the interfaces between BDS and MDI.  3 
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Beam Dynamics 
In addition to reviewing the status of the lattice design, beam dynamics and luminosity 
performance studies for ILC and CLIC RTML and Main Linac, the WG should consider operation 
beyond the TDR baseline (for ILC: 10 Hz operation with the high current operation- 2625 
bunches  for high luminosity upgrade). Special attention to the feed-back system performance 
including analysis of results from beam-based alignment studies experiment at FACET. Working 
group should participate in discussion of ATF-II results and lessons-learned and studies focus on 
comparison of performances ILC and CLIC beam delivery systems. WG should consider options 
for experiments at other facility and discuss plans for the future work.  
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System Tests and Performance studies 
Luminosity performance of LCs is often raised as a concern, in part due to very limited 
experience with such machines. The concerns range from the ability to produce and handle 
beams with the necessary emittances, size and general quality, alignment and stability, 
complexity of correction methods and feedbacks, understanding and benchmarking of 
simulation and modelling, instrumentation specifications and performances, reliability and 
robustness of hardware and corrective methods. 
This WG is expected to address these issues in view of the ILC and CLIC on-going, planned or 
desired simulation, modelling and in particular either on-going or possible experiments at 
existing test facilities (examples of relevant test facilities are ATF, CTF3, CESR, Facet, light sources 
(including XFELs)). 
The goal is to address the most critical performance issues for future LCs by a combination 
studies and experimental measurements, providing guidance and priorities to experimental 
programmes in the coming years, and identifying new possibilities for addressing such questions 
in existing or foreseen accelerator facilities in the coming decade. 
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Link: http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=275412 


